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1 - Introduction 
 

Welcome to the world of mokuhanga! You 

are joining a long line of artists and 

craftspeople, both Japanese and Western, 

who have learned or are learning this 

fabulous technique. 

 

This book is intended to give you the basic 

grounding and knowledge with which you 

can go on and produce your own work. The 

techniques you learn are a blend of 

traditional techniques developed and practiced for hundreds of years in Japan, and newer 

techniques using modern adaptions or materials. We are learning “Sosaku Hanga”, meaning that 

the artist does every stage of the work. 

 

There is no absolute right or wrong mokuhanga technique, many different ways to achieve 

results have been used – the end result is what we see and what counts for the viewer of your 

artwork. Having said that, techniques can be used in the wrong way, giving less than perfect 

results. This publication gives you the opportunity to have advice from an experienced and 

skilled practitioner that helps you avoid common mistakes. (I’ve made them all myself!) It may 

also help you make sense of the range of information already out there, which can be confusing. 

 

Materials you will need 
You will need a small range of materials and equipment, some of which you are likely to have, 

some that will be readily available and some you may need to purchase from specialist suppliers. 

You can find a short list of suppliers at the end of this introduction, and you may already know of 

some yourselves. The great thing about this technique is that your materials and tools can be 

relatively inexpensive and take up little room. You can produce great work in the space you have 

at home. 

 

General Supplies Mokuhanga Supplies 

Drawing paper Any paper will do to 
make your design 

Wood for carving Appropriate wood 
blocks for an A5 
print. 6mm Shina 
225mm x 150mm 
recommended 

Pencils, ruler and 
eraser 

Anything is ok, we 
will need a hard 
pencil H2 or similar 
as well as a softer 
one. 

Carving tools A simple set, 
Michihamono 7 tool 
“Woody” set 
recommended 
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5 - The Most Important part of Carving – Using the Knife Tool 

 

 

In this stage of carving we will cut a small “v” shaped groove which accurately 

follows our design on the block. The cut is made in two strokes, the first being 

cut right beside our red line and sloping away from the print area, the second 

making the other side of a “v” to meet our first cut. We will do the entire 

outline of each colour area this way. The following is a step by step guide. 

Before you start 

Each block should be clearly marked out with the colour areas as completely enclosed shapes. If 

you have multiple small areas or shapes close to each other, it’s very helpful to have cross 

hatched in the colour areas to avoid confusion as you cut. 

Your knife should also be as sharp as possible 

for best results. Our Youtube channel 

(mokuhangaschool) has some free to view 

videos on how to do this. We also have 

another publication, “Sharp Tools” with 

comprehensive instructions on sharpening 

mokuhanga tools. 
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The Knife Tool, or Hangi-tou 
The knife tool has an angled cutting edge and is designed to cut the wood in a slicing motion. In 

Sosaku-hanga technique we cut while pushing the knife away from ourselves, while the Ukiyo-e 

technique is to pull the cutting edge towards yourself. Both techniques work well, the first is 

suitable for softer wood, while the second is suitable for harder woods. Both techniques are 

used to cut a sloping edge that defines the colour area in the same way. 

The shape of the blade varies little; however, the handles can be quite different in size and 

shape. Generally, we need to grip the tool close to the cutting edge for good control, so many 

Western style carving knives with long thin blades are not suitable. 

    

 

The shape of the knife 

blade. The back is perfectly 

flat, an angled bevel is 

ground on the front, giving 

a sloping, sharp cutting 

edge. 

 

Student level knife 

with plain handle. 

 

Professional knife 

for Ukiyo-e 

carving, with a 

shorter, round 

handle. Can also 

be used for 

Sosaku hanga 

technique. 

 

Both left (upper) 

and right hand 

(lower) bevels are 

available. 

 

 

 

Cutting Technique 
1. Hold the knife just as you 

would hold a pencil or pen in 

your natural hand. If you are a 

left hander it’s better to have 

a left-hand knife. The knife 

naturally leans over at about 

450 and the cutting edge is 

facing away from you. The 

knife stays about 900 relative 

to the direction you are 

cutting. This picture is a right 

hander viewed from the front. 
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2. With the flat side of the knife 

against the red line you have 

marked your colour blocks 

with, the knife cuts a smooth 

cut about 1.5mm deep. This 

cut is at an angle always 

sloping away from the colour 

area. Another way to think of 

this is that the handle of the 

knife always leans over the 

printing area. 

 

     Your main hand holds the tool 

firmly and pushes the tool into 

the wood as well has steering 

the cut. The extended finger 

or thumb of your other hand 

helps push and steady the 

knife. 

 

 

Right-handed hold 

     Proceed with the cut, holding firmly (not too tight) to keep accuracy, bit by bit moving 

along the very edge of your red line. Cut just on the outer edge of the red line, that is not 

into the red line, or into the colour area. Guide the knife, the second that the knife leaves 

the correct cut, stop and with a little effort regain the correct line of cut.  

     Continue to cut following the shapes closely, straight along straight lines, curved along 

curves. You will make a complete circuit of the shape, with a regular and accurate cut. 

 

3. Now turn the board 1800, so 

you are cutting the opposite 

direction. Holding the knife in 

exactly the same angles, now 

start a cut about 2mm away 

from the first cut. This cut 

should slope down to meet 

the first cut, creating a “V” 

shaped sliver of wood that 

comes out, or chips away. 

Continue around the shape in 

this direction until you have a 

“V” around the perimeter of 

your colour shape. Take care 

not to undercut the first cut, 

this happens if you go too 

close to the first cut. 
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4. If the sliver of wood doesn’t come out, cut the first cut a little deeper. Take care not to 

make the second cut too deep or too close. 

     The final “V” should only be quite small, about 2mm wide at the top and 1mm deep. It 

doesn’t matter if it is wider and deeper, but you are working harder than you need to! 

     Tips for Beginners 
a. The first cut is the most important, take care to be as accurate as you can. This is what you 

will see in the final print. If you cut into the red line or into your printed area, your print 

may have white areas where the colour has been cut away. 

b. You can stop and start the cut as needed. Feel with your finger where the wood has been 

raised by the cut to place your knife into the previous cut. 

c. The sharp cutting edge of the knife is slicing through the wood away from you as you push 

it. Some beginners have difficulty with the motion. Persist, once you get it the way of 

holding and cutting is very natural. If it’s not working (the wood is scraping and scratching) 

check that the knife is facing the right way, not backwards or sideways. 

d. Relax! You don’t need a lot of tension and strength, as the cut is very shallow. Hold the 

knife firmly and steadily without tension in the rest of your body. 

e. Look over the top of your hands to focus on the point where the cutting edge is 

disappearing into the wood. This is where the cut is actually happening. Steer the tool to 

follow your lines accurately this way. 

f. It’s helpful to work section by section on complicated blocks. Cut the first then second cut 

in a small area and shape, then move on to a new section until the whole block is 

complete. 

g. Take care with negative shapes. The cuts will be on the inside of this shape, rather than 

the outside as you have been doing. 

h. Take care with smaller details and areas, cutting underneath will mean the colour area 

may come loose and be lost. Any pieces that break away can be re-glued with super glue. 

i. Why not use a “V” chisel? It’s quick and easy, however not nearly as accurate. If you want 

to gain skill in accuracy, persist with using the knife. You know all those amazing details in 

Ukiyo-e? That’s right, all cut with the knife tool! 

 

5. Finish the entire block before 

moving on to the next. 

Complete this stage for all of 

your blocks.  

 

 
 

When you have finished this part of the carving you are ready to move on to further stages of 

carving. 
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6 - The Second Part of Carving – Using Gouges to Clear Channels 

 

 

In this stage of carving we will cut channels around 

each of our colour areas and clear away any waste 

wood. Every colour block is different, so each of 

these channels depends on the individual block. We 

need these to give clearance between the brushed 

on pigment and paper when we print. 

Before you start 

The previous stage should be complete, with a 

small ”V” defining each of the colour areas on your blocks. 

Tools and Equipment 
The principal tool we will use in this stage is the gouge. Many sizes are available in both long or 

short handles. Different sizes naturally give you a smaller or larger cut. With shina, all our cutting 

is done by hand so we don’t need a mallet and gouge, but if you have them, you can use them. 

Our hand-held tools have a smaller handle without any metal ring, and the angle of the bevel is 

about 20 degrees. They are not designed (not strong enough) to be used with a mallet. They all 

work the same way. With the bevel side against the wood. 

The other item which is very useful is called a “bench-hook”. It’s a simple board with a strip of 

wood at each end to hold the block we will be carving. It’s easy to make, a plan is included. 
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The gouge has a 

rounded cutting edge, 

with the bevel formed 

on the underside, and 

the inside smooth 

and straight. 
 

 Professional 18mm gouge 

and student level 9mm 

gouge with plain handles. 

A range of sizes are available in both 

student and professional level gouges. 

 

Marking Out the Channels 
With a pencil draw a simple shape around the colour area, about 4cm away from the colour 

area. Every block will be different, and it doesn’t matter if the channel joins up with other 

channels on the block.  

 

It also doesn’t matter if the channel disappears off the board, that won’t affect the printing. Be 

careful, though of the kentou. Depending on your design, the channels may be very close to the 

kentou and we don’t want to cut them away! 




